
Microsoft Global Learning Connection 

#MSFTGlobalConnect 6-11-19( SKYPE)   

Skype Session. #Skypeintheclassroom .  Amazing Day for The Global Educators 

..... Thanks to Microsoft Community for the great experience!.....Collaborated 

with 2 schools of Pakistan and 1 School of Greece 

PAKISTAN (ALISHBA )AND INDIA (MS.SWEETU) COLLABORATION. 

What a wonderful presentation from the CAM -3 

students.They  presented about LANGUAGES 

OF INDIA and sung poems and songs based on Indian culture .Cam -3 

students presented and showcased the PATRIOTISM by showing their 

beautiful presentations on their national animal "Tiger", national flower 

"Lotus", national fruits "Mangoes", national sports "Hockey" and sung some 

songs. They also explained about the Indian culture and the National flag, their 

national heritages, monuments 

,Indian foods,Indian Silk saree 

 

GREECE AND INDIA COLLABORATION.  MYSTERY SKYPE 

MicrosftEDU  #MIE #Skype #MysterySkype 

Skypeintheclassroom. Our Students from  had a marvelous 

collaboration and played Mystery skype with a group of 

teachers of Greece.They asked questions about mystery animal 

, flower ,place,exchanging their country’s flags  etc..Thanks for 

the educators Misheck and Huy Tran for making the Skype 

connecting possible and playing mystery skype with our kids. 

Skypethorn #MIE #Skype #MysterySkype.My students are 

feeling grateful for the amazing beautiful experience in the just 

concluded #MSFTGlobalLearningConnect for exciting 

discussions and then we concluded with a MysterySkype Great 

moments. We ended up traveling 10,000 virtual miles without 

ever leaving the classroom. We had so much fun, and can’t 

wait for next year’s 'Microsoft Global Learning 

Connection...!!' CulturalExchange 
                                    STUDENT BITES  “LEARNING OUTCOMES” 

The students understood the difference between co-existing cultures based on the concept of life style,dress and food of 

the countries they explored.They learnt how to work in collaboration  to plan a good presentation,found ways to keep the 

audience interested. They developed clear and appropriate visuals.They understood the basic principles of effective 

communication. 

Pakistan and India collaboration 

MS.SWEETU BHARDWAJ (CAM-3 class teacher)                                 Ms. JHARNA ANANDv(Cambridge Administrator) 

 


